The first step in understanding computer operations is to establish an accurate image of what a computer is and what it does. Physically a computer is some boxes of electronics connected by wires; they consume cards and paper tapes, draw, print, punch, wind magnetic tapes, spin drums and disks, flash lights, and make a certain amount of noise. However, this image may not be very useful in terms of what a computer does. In more abstract and general terms the computer is an automatic logic device which processes information at unimaginable speeds and with remarkable precision. Its capabilities are very flexible, particular jobs being specified as programs of any necessary complexity, and provided that the information which it processes has been reduced to the form of discrete symbols, which means letters, numbers, punctuation marks, or binary digits, it can in principle do with data anything which can be done with data.
This of course is an awe-inspiring claim liable to daunt the irresolute so this general image of computer functions may not be more useful than the physical image. Therefore we may prefer a more homely alternative and describe the capabilities of the various boxes in terms of the three Rs; most of their operations can indeed be considered to be aspects of reading, writing, and arithmetic. However, a little care is needed in the use of each term. First our 'arithmetic' must include some logic, in particular the evaluation of whether a statement is true or false, so that it may serve as the basis of decisions. Second we should realize that reading and writing, in computer terms, are simply aspects of copying from one place to another and that in fact nothing is ever written without being read, or read without being written. Conventionally, the programmer imagines himself to be sitting in the box known as the 'processor' and 'reading' is the term applied to incoming copying and 'writing' the term applied to outgoing copying. This is different from the conventional imagery of using a desk calculator where we do not normally think of ourselves as reading with our fingers.
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These are minor points unlikely in fact to confuse, but a more fundamental difference between the desk calculator and the computer is that, while the first executes each operation as it is specified (by pressing the button), the computer accepts and stores the whole sequence of instructions given to it, and it does not obey the first one until the last one has been accepted. Computers are sometimes described specifically as 'stored-program' machines. However, once it does begin to obey them, it obeys them in order without pause, except when one of the instructions says that it should jump onwards and skip a bit of program, or jump backwards and do some of it again. The data are accepted by the machine after the program has been started, and the order in which items of data are read, calculations performed, and storage, or print, operations carried out is a matter for the programmer. He specifies these instructions in his program and also the format in which the data are to be expected and the results laid out.
PROGRAM STRUCTURE AND CONTENT
The simplest program may be seen as a single string of instructions each obeyed once. If we make it a little more complex by introducing jump instructions we find that an onward jump permits a bit to be missed, which may make us wonder why we should write it at all, while a backward jump will result in a perpetual loop from which there is no exit. The necessary solution, necessary to anything but the simplest programs, is an instruction known as a conditional jump, so designed that, for example, the program sequence results in a repeated backward jump until the loop has been traversed a required number of times, and then non-obedience of the jump instruction, with progression to the next section of program. The condition for the jump may not necessarily be on a counting basis, but perhaps because two names are found to match, or because the terms of a summed series are no longer greater than some trivial amount. Once we are through a : = a + 1; (spoken 'a becomes a plus one') . This is very different from ordinary algebra, for example a = a + 1 (spoken 'a equals a plus one'). The algorithm is an instruction to the machine to take the number stored in the place called 'a', add one to it, and put the result back into 'a', obliterating what was there before. The algebraic statement commands no such action and as it stands would not be understood by the machine. All we can do with it ourselves is to manipulate it to see what other equalities or inequalities could be stated, or to enquire whether it is in fact true (it is not!).
The term algorithm is rather more general than the term 'statement', and an algorithm can also be defined as a set of lesser algorithms, for example, a section of program known as a 'subroutine' or 'procedure', or even the whole program.
Algorithms may be written in one of several widely available higher languages of which the best known are FORTRAN, ALGOL, and COBOL, or in a variety of autocodes more or less specific to particular ranges of equipment, or in more primitive languages still, the so-called assembly languages and machine codes of individual machines. Programs in higher-level languages are relatively easy to write and later to modify, the others are more difficult; but a price for ease is paid in terms of efficiency. Partly this is because the higherlevel languages must first be translated into machine code before they can be run at all: this is done automatically by a translation program known as a 'compiler', but it takes time. Partly it is because the compiler is somewhat stupid and cannot see all the short cuts and savings which a good programmer can.
In practice almost every program does contain both read and write instructions together with specifications of the format in which the data are laid out and in which the results are to be printed, together with some arithmetic, some jump instructions, and conditional jump instructions. The point of this excursion is to demonstrate that the operands of data processing operators include not only the familiar whole numbers (integers) like 2, or decimal numbers like 3.14159, but also logical values like .TRUE. and .FALSE., and labels attached to other algorithms, as well as lengths of text, names, addresses, and so on. Furthermore, particular operators may operate only upon operands of particular types, and while we may add or subtract two integers, or two real (decimal) numbers, we cannot multiply together two names, or subtract two addresses. Nor can we logically multiply two hospital registration numbers, or add together two disease classification numbers, or take the square root of a Dewey Decimal Catalogue number, because, although in format they look like integers or real numbers, logically they are labels and the only operations appropriate to labels are to read them, to write them, to compare one label with another, or a label with a label reference.
First acquaintance with these rules may lead us to believe that the computer is making life difficult. A more sophisticated look at them shows us that life really is difficult whether we like it or not, and that the rules prevent us from making some of the possible mistakes.
THE STRUCTURE OF MEDICAL INFORMATION
This brings us to the conclusion that if we are to carry out legitimate operations on information we must have some idea, in fact an exact idea, of the logical type of each of its components. More than that we must understand the structuring of the whole set of information about a specimen, a patient, a unit or a hospital, and the rules whereby a computer might recognize that the number 13.6 belongs to the value 'haemoglobin in g per ml', this value to a record number, the record number to a ward, to a prescription, to a previous specimen, to a bill . . . and so on. Altogether this amounts to a rather dry subject-the study of the syntax of medical information. We can improve the resolution of this syntax by showing that records and files have both boundaries and contents and that the contents of records have a structure somewhat more organized than, simply, a set of characters. Thus < file > :: = < file delimiter > < file content > < file content > :: = < record > <file content > <record> <file content> <file content> < record > :: = < record delimiter > < record content > < record content > :: = < element > < record content > < element > <record content> < record content > < element > :: = <element delimiter > < quality > < value > to <quality> <quantity> is that in this form we cover all types of records and not simply those based upon measurement. Also, as those more familiar with the computing languages will realize, different <values> can be sorted into the different logical types < integers >, < reals >, < booleans >, <strings>, <labels> ... and one or two others which are recognized by the computer languages and whose rules of operation. are more or less worked out. Only if we declare the forms of our data properly can the computer be programmed to prevent us from manipulating them in the more obvious illegitimate ways.
It is not my objective to explore this subject of information syntax in depth or even to suggest that it is at the present time a well formalized field, but rather to declare it for what it is, that is, an important area of study upon which the satisfactory extension and integration ofcurrent computing applications heavily depend. Indeed it would be surprising if the algorithms of computer languages, whose syntax is so exactly specified, could be used effectively to manipulate data whose own syntax is so poorly formalized.
For example, there is a good deal of confusion at present over what we mean by a patient record. Tothelaboratorytechnicianitis a line in the day book ora slip of paperwithagummed edge, to the pathologist a set of such slips fixed to a sheet, to the physician it is a manilla folder containing a number of sheets, and to the epidemiologist a group of sources of which the manilla folder is one. To some people the manilla folder is a file rather than a record, and to others a file is the cabinet in which the folder is kept. When this kind of ambiguity is carried over to computer applications the result is chaos and whenever we hear a discussion on systems design in which several different people use the phrase 'the patient record' (often pronounced in a special kind of voice) we know they all mean something different. We recognize this abiguity explicitly in our syntactical definition in which we see that files and records are packets of information which may be constituted and reconstituted at many hierarchical levels and that if we wish to be understood exactly we must say exactly what we mean. For example, if we mean a sequential listing of all the things recorded about a patient during the course of an admission we must say so and use some such term as 'admission journal'.
Another ambiguity arises over patient identification and through failure to distinguish this from record identification. The identification of records is purely a data-processing affair, a question of matching operations upon labels held within records, and capable of unambiguous implementation at the cost of storing six or eight characters. Patient identification is an altogether different matter; it is carried out by human beings and consists in attributing a label to a person. Moreover it is carried out in different ways by different people in different circumstances. It may be done by the porter through the ward and bed number checked by asking the patient his name; in other circumstances primarily through the diagnosis, confirmed by the age of the patient; in others by the name of the family doctor or the patient's address; in others by the National Health Service registration number; sometimes even by the record number kept in the hospital computer and written on the notes. In order that our patient shall be identified unambiguously in all the circumstances in which it is required that he should be, it may be necessary to store in the computer, and print for different purposes, 200 or 300 characters of information over and above the six required for identification within the computer itself. A gross costing and planning deficit will result if patient identification is misunderstood simply as a problem of matching record numbers.
The detection and control of errors and their measurement is one of the chief theoretical justifications for the use of a computer system in service contexts, and for the use of a computer in scientific work, but our syntax might warn us that traditional approaches to errors might be defective. Thus we can see that the usual approaches to quality control, through cumulative and sequential calculation of means, standard errors, distributions, and estimations of various forms of drift, are concerned almost entirely with detection of errors at the syntactic level of a <value> and especially values of types <real> and <integer>. Systems for controlling errors in the attachment of values to qualities, qualities to specimens, and specimens to patients are much less systematically defined. I have even heard a biochemist, taxed with a wrong result (the patient was credited with someone else's estimation) say, 'That's not an error, it's a mistake'. Yet it is precisely this kind of error, errors of attribution, errors of operations concerned with the structuring of records and files, which most readily lead to disaster.
Finally, I will comment upon the current scene in medical computing. It is currently possible to visit half a dozen different computing applications and fail to see a common pattern encompassing them all. One is concernedwith finance and billing, another with appointments and scheduling, a third with the banking and retrieval of patient data, and a fourth with the transmission of doctors' orders. They are all concerned with patients and, except for the simplest forms of scheduling, with patient records, and yet the notion of a common allembracing syntax is not yet developed to the degree where we could easily envisage such different developments in different places contributing to a common comprehensive system. We feel that our rather dry and theoretical concern with the ultimate general structure of medical data constitutes a discipline necessary for all these purposes, for the design of basic medical data systems, for the supply of equipment, for the safety of patients, for the validation of scientific analyses, and for a sensible disposition of limited resources in the large area of medical-computing applications, and for the eventual integration of our endeavours.
SUMMARY
A simple statement of the function of a computer may be formulated in terms of reading, writing, and arithmetic. The 'arithmetic' must be seen to cover logical operations as well as addition and subtraction, and a whole set of operations can be expressed as a program of algorithms. The rules of operation for these algorithms are exactly laid out in the syntaxes of the various computer languages but the syntax of the data upon which the operators operate is poorly formalized. The proper development of medical data-syntax is seen to be a field of work upon which depend the proper validation of data base scientific work, the design and ordering of equipment, the planning of data systems, the disposition of resources, and the safety of patients.
